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or the past few years, the Auto industry has
been talking a lot about autonomous cars.
One day, we will all be shuttled around in
shared, autonomous pods rather than owning our
own cars. There was a time when many
predictions put the start of that transition in the
mid-2020s, meaning we would be very close to
this vision of mobility.

Clearly, this is a dire outlook for any insurer
heavily invested in Personal Auto insurance,
though perhaps a boon to those in Commercial
Auto, Tech E&O or perhaps reinsurers, if OEMs
like Volvo self-insure their exposure or use
captives. And if the initial predictions were
accurate, we would start to see this shift in the
next three to five years.

With such a reality comes a dramatic change in
the nature of Personal Automobile or Motor
insurance.1 If people stop owning cars, they will
not need this insurance anymore, effectively
killing the $100 billion-plus US Personal Auto
Insurance market, and those of other countries
around the world. Of course, all those
autonomous pods will need to be insured, but
they will be commercial risks, meaning a Personal
Lines-only insurer would be left out in the cold.

Of course, while the prediction may still be
correct in content, the timescales are clearly off
the mark. One key thing these predictions never
seemed to account for was that simply having
such autonomous technology isn’t enough. The
overwhelming majority of the vehicles on the
road must be autonomous for the insurance
landscape to shift as human drivers create more
variability and unpredictability than the Utopian
view can handle, necessitating continued
personal coverage for quite some time.

Then you have to consider what will happen to
frequency as these pods are better able to avoid
accidents when they can all work together
rationally (though weather and other hazards will
no doubt still lead to accidents). Severity may
increase as the technology in these vehicles is
expensive to repair or replace, and we will
introduce Professional Liability exposure for the
companies writing the code that governs vehicle
driving decisions, or that make the equipment
enabling these vehicles, like radar, cameras, and
other sensors. For example, as early as 2015,
Volvo, who has been active in the development
of autonomy, was the first original equipment
manufacturer (OEM) auto maker to publicly state
that it would be liable for crashes caused by one
of its autonomous vehicles.2 That means whoever
provides E&O cover to Volvo Cars would be
responding to claims when their software or
equipment was found to be at fault.

According to IHS Markit, the fleet of personal cars
in the U.S. averages 12.1 years old, and it keeps
getting older,3 meaning there are a lot of cars
without the latest technology on the road, and
any new feature would take at least a dozen
years to work its way through the fleet.
So, even when full autonomy is here, there will
be quite a bit of time before the Personal Auto
insurance market is gone because of it.
While the timing of these hubris-filled predictions
is likely off by a factor of decades, I believe the
predicted impact to Personal Auto writers may in
fact be here far sooner, though for different
reasons which we will explore here.

1

What name you use for it depends on which market
you’re in, but I will refer to it following the convention
in my home market, The U.S., and call it Auto or
Personal Auto
2
Ziegler, Chris, “Volvo says it will take the blame if one
of its self-driving cars crashes,” The Verge, 7 October
2015.
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Ferris, Robert, “Cars on American roads keep getting
older,” CNBC, 28 September 2021.
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Three distinct developments have been brewing
that, when combined, may bring about a
dramatic and pronounced change in the Personal
Auto insurance market. The speed with which
these things are evolving suggests that shift may
come in the 2030s, meaning it overlaps with
many of the original autonomy-based doomsday
predictions, though for very different reasons and
with a different net effect.
Similarly, unlike a world where the Personal Auto
insurance market evaporates, these factors
create an opportunity for insurers willing to plant
seeds today that will position them for success in
this new reality.
The developments include two in the Insurance
world and one specific to the Auto industry, and
they are:
1. Connected Cars – rich, real-time exposure
data that can change how we think about,
price and respond to risk.
2. Embedded Insurance – the ability to sell
and service insurance coverage within
the customer journey of another product
or experience.

3. Subscription Business Models – OEMs
expand recurring revenue models to
unlock shareholder value.
Let’s look at each in turn, how they combine to
impact the Auto Insurance market, and what we
can do to not only stay relevant but thrive.

C o n n e c te d : A R ic h , R e alT im e V ie w o f R isk

In 2004, Progressive took the first
step amongst major Auto insurers down the path
of telematics, launching TripSense®, their first
usage-based insurance (UBI) offering, enabled
through dongles plugged into the OBD-II port
every car has. Though it was limited
geographically to customers in Minnesota, its
success was limited as the technology and how to
use the data coming out of it were still unclear.
That didn’t deter Progressive, though, which
continued to iterate and evolve their approach to
UBI, with several major changes coming over the
years until landing on today’s Snapshot® offering,
a name they started using in 2011.4

4

“How Progressive began & evolved,” Progressive
Insurance, as of 29 December 2021.
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That willingness to experiment and learn
positioned Progressive well for the day when UBI
would be more highly adopted, and today, they
are the clear leader in the space. They have data
on over 10 billion miles driven across 8 million
total enrolled insureds.5
What dongle-based UBI was and could be was
unclear through much of the time Progressive
worked at it, with several other carriers
experimenting, though few finding major success.
At its heart, UBI was a noble idea to use miles
driven, and an estimation of how risky those
miles were by interpreting speed, acceleration,
and deceleration as indications of risk, and then
adjusting pricing based on this data. The notion is
that people will pay for their actual riskiness
while also becoming better risks because the
hope of lowering their premium will lead them to
drive more safely. Drivers are also given insights
into their driving behavior, which can show them
how to be a better driver.
These tools are limited in their ability to impact
behavior because the data they can track is
limited. There is so much a dongle can’t discern,
like why you stopped short or accelerated hard,
which could have been defensive maneuvers to
avoid risk rather than signs you were creating risk.
But dongle- or even smartphone app-based UBI
isn’t the same as what would be enabled by the
Connected Car, which is far richer in many
material ways.
Truly connected cars wrap the entire suite of
sensors and processors a car has together to
paint a holistic view of the situation that car is
driven in, how it’s being driven, and what forces
are at play on it. While a dongle or app can tell
you that the car braked hard, a connected car can
tell you whether the driver was looking at the
road, if the tires had grip, whether there was a
sudden hard braking event in front of the car,
5

Golia, Nathan and Jemma Stephenson, “How the top
auto insurers tackle telematics in 2021,” Digital
Insurance, Arizent, 1 October 2021.
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how loud the radio was, etc. That is, it can inform
whether that was a sign of risky driving or
someone avoiding a risk, and therefore a
demonstration of safe behavior.
A connected car can communicate with other
vehicles and infrastructure to provide a
significantly richer view of its environment, while
also providing information to those other things
that may help prevent accidents (like warning
cars behind you of a stopped car ahead to avoid
rear-end collisions).
And it can utilize fast internet connections
enabled by 5G cellular radios to transmit large
amounts of data in real time.
This can help an Auto insurer know precisely
what price to charge for a given risk and how to
adjust it in real time, but also help in adjudicating
claims, determining fault, and avoiding loss
altogether.
A major positive side effect is the transparency
this enables to overcome one of the oldest
complications in insurance – that customers
generally feel like they’re paying too much for
their insurance while carriers often feel that rates
should be higher. If everyone knows everything
about the risk, there’s no room left for either side
to feel cheated (you may not like the price, but
you can see why it is as it is rather than
wondering if you’re being taken advantage of).
Indeed, thinking of dongle-based UBI as being
similar to connected car-enabled insurance is like
likening the Flintstones’ car to a Tesla.
On that comparison, Darcy Shapiro, COO of
embedded insurance provider Cover Genius, said,
“It’s not the same as UBI, which only drives two
risk pools – good and bad risks. Connected cars
allow for behavior-based risk assessment of each
individual because you have so much more and
better data that you can really fine-tune the
coverage and advice to make people better
drivers.”

3

For insurers, the development of connected cars
creates a potential moment of schism in the
industry. As drivers decide whether to share their
data to get a lower price, only those who are
worse risks would want to hide behind the
anonymity of traditional pricing. That means
carriers who lack a connected insurance offering
will be magnets for these drivers, adversely
selecting against these carriers. And for those
with a dual offering of traditional and connected
policies, they will see the risk pools diverge
before their eyes, leading some to stop writing
traditional policies, which will only increase the
“Connected cars allow for behavior-based risk
assessment of each individual because you
have so much more and better data that you
can really fine-tune the coverage and advice to
make people better drivers “
Darcy Shapiro
COO, Cover Genius
adverse selection on those without a connected
offering.
This is the dynamic insurance innovation expert
and co-founder of reThought Insurance, Nick
Lamparelli, shared with me when he said, “If
you’re just using an actuarial model, your
business is going to be adversely selected against.
It will be eroding underneath you. If you keep
doing rate increases in arrears that can’t keep up
with the claims that are out in front of you, every
time you do a rate increase, it just won’t matter.
Year after year, you just get more behind.”6
While this may be the case soon, it isn’t the case
yet. Today’s car fleet lacks many of the features
needed to enable the true vision of connected
cars, and it will take some time before enough of
the fleet turns over to even allow for carriers not
engaging in the idea to be left behind. With 77%
of new cars in the US connected as of 2020, we
can expect materially all cars in the US to be
6

Falchuk, Bryan, Host. “Episode S2E01 Nick
Lamparelli,” The Future of Insurance Podcast,
Insurance Evolution Partners, 2 November 2021.
http://www.future-ofinsurance.com/podcast/nicklamarelli
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connected by the late 2030s as the fleet turns
over,7 and globally soon after that.8
However, while that may be true, we must also
consider the lesson Progressive provided from
their early UBI efforts that planting seeds matters.
The time Progressive spent learning before they
faced a mandate to play in the space no doubt
paid dividends in their ability to get as much
value out of driving data as possible, and gave
them a head start over competitors, like starting
a marathon an hour before other runners.
And we have already seen some players plant
seeds in the connected car-enabled future,
following two paths – OEMs and data exchanges.
Some insurers have announced partnerships with
OEMs to get access to the connected car data to
use in their telematics offerings. For example,
Ford announced a partnership with Nationwide,
State Farm and Metromile in 2020. This allows
Ford drivers to select one of those insurers and
get coverage based on their driving behavior
without needing to connect a dongle or use an
app. Ford and State Farm went a step further in
2022, announcing the ability to adjust pricing in
real-time based on driving behavior data
captured by a Ford vehicle with connected car
features.9
Data exchanges are another option, where third
parties work with OEMs to take in their
connected car data and offer it to other
companies, like insurers, for uses the car’s owner
approves, like pay-per-mile insurance. Verisk, CCC
and LexisNexis are major data exchange providers,
with OEMs like Honda, Hyundai, Ford,
Volkswagen, GM, Nissan, and others providing
their connected vehicle data to the exchanges.
7

“Global Automotive OEM Telematics Market Report
2021,” Research and Markets, 15 November, 2021.
8
Placek, Martin, “Share of new vehicles shipped
worldwide with build-in connectivity in 2020 and
2030,” Statista, 15 November, 2021.
9
“State Farm and Ford Team Up to Introduce UsageBased Insurance to New Vehicle Owners,” Ford Motor
Company, 15 February, 2022.
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Carriers can then participate and access that data
(with driver approval) for use in their UBI or
connected insurance programs.
One way in which these approaches may prove
more attractive to insureds than dongle or appbased solutions is in enabling the freedom to
change carriers. Today, if you plug a dongle into
your car to earn a discount and then want to
switch carriers, you may lose that discount
entirely, or for some period of time while the
new insurer collects baseline driving data on
you.10 With exchange- or OEM-sourced data, your
driving data persists and is simply ported from
one insurer to the next, like when mobile phone
numbers became portable from cell carrier to cell
carrier.
This is a boon to insureds, and removal of a
barrier to switching that carriers can benefit from
today. Of course, the flip side of that argument is
that carriers will lose some customers due to the
data being portable. While that is true, they can
also gain other customers by the same
mechanism, so it should be something the
industry embraces since it isn’t a clear net
negative and allows everyone to compete on
their own merits with the right to win customers
freely.
This was the same argument wireless telecom
companies used in lobbying against number
portability, yet they found their fears were not
warranted after the FCC mandated it in 2001.
Regardless of where the data comes from, when
it can be generated by the majority of vehicles, or
whether it is portable, there is a clear trend
toward connected car-based insurance. In
addition to moves of carriers like State Farm, and
Nationwide, we see consumers increasingly
opting for such coverage.

10

Root works around this by letting you run their app
during a test period to see if you would save money by
switching before committing to it, which allows
discounts to kick in from day one if you do switch.
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Arity, a mobility data and analytics company,
surveyed drivers on their comfort level with
having their premium adjust based on their
driving habits, and they saw a marked increase
from 2019 to 2020 as pandemic lockdowns hit.
30-40% of respondents said they were very or
extremely comfortable sharing their driving data
with their insurer, which jumped to half of
respondents a year later, which is a roughly-40%
increase in the share of those comfortable.11
Comfort or interest is not the same as actually
doing something, though. To that end, many
carriers saw a dramatic uptick in selection of
telematics-based coverage during lockdowns.
USAA shared that roughly half of new policies
sold are now opting for its SafePilot program, and
American Family shared that a similar proportion
of new customers opt into its KnowYourDrive
offering.12
Travelers recently released a new version of its
IntelliDrive platform that now includes miles
driven in rate calculations called IntelliDrivePlus.
In announcing the new program, Michael Klein,
EVP and President of Personal Lines at Travelers,
said the original program “…grew by 50% during
the last year, making it clear that consumers are
increasingly comfortable with pricing that reflects
their driving behaviors.”13
Interest is there, action is building, and the
enablers are becoming available. If anything, the
connected car story is further along than donglebased UBI was when Progressive jumped in, so
the time to engage with it has already arrived.

11

Dunsavage, Jeff, “Usage-Based Insurance Gets
Confidence Boost During COVID-19 Pandemic,”
Insurance Information Institute, The Institutes, 23
November 23 2020.
12
Golia, 1 October 2021.
13
“Travelers Expands Telematics Offerings with
IntelliDrivePlus™,” BusinesssWire, 12 January 2022.
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E m b e d d e d : In su ran c e as P art
o f O th e r P ro d u c ts &
E xp e rie n c e s

If there was one Insurtech buzzword that led all
others in 2021, it was embedded. The word itself
can mean different specific things, but in general,
it is about making the purchase and servicing of
insurance products part of the purchase and
servicing of something else.
Generally, the “something else” is the asset or
experience the insurance provides coverage for,
like a car or vacation.
Naby Mariyam, founder of Coverhero, an
embedded InsurTech startup based in Australia
that has already raised $100 million, describes
what they’re building in a way that helps frame
what embedded really is. She says, “we are
building a platform that embeds insurance across
any other platform at the point of sale to
empower the platform economy…we seek to put
users in the middle so they can find the products
they need, when they need them.”14
Some view embedded insurance as just another
name for affinity marketing, but it goes far
beyond that. Affinity marketing plays off the
brand loyalty and trust a consumer has for
something and tries to extend it to something
else. For example, you might have a credit card
with your alma mater on it. But affinity marketing
may be done completely outside the sales
process for the underlying asset. For example,
you don’t simply get a Delta SkyMiles credit card
after booking a flight. You click on the offer link
and are taken to a separate sales process to
obtain the credit card. The only thing embedded
in this example is an ad.

14

Falchuk, Bryan, Host. “Episode S2E02 Naby Mariyam,
Founder & CEO, Coverhero,” The Future of Insurance
Podcast, Insurance Evolution Partners, 9 November
2021. http://www.future-ofinsurance.com/podcast/nabymariyam.
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New affinity solutions go a step further, making
the sales process more seamless, such as Polly
(formerly called DealerPolicy). They give car
dealers tools to sell insurance during the finance
discussion when selling a car. Polly’s solution
clearly has value, with the company closing their
Series C of $110 million dollars in August of 2021.
While modern affinity solutions like this are
interesting and have merit, they are not what the
hype around embedded insurance is about.
Instead, picture booking an Airbnb, and having
your stay covered by a policy you automatically
got during the booking process and paid for along
with the cost of the stay.
Or think about buying an engagement ring, and
having an inland marine policy priced into the
purchase and bound without having to engage in
a separate transaction. Normally, you’d have to
source coverage yourself, perhaps through a local
agent, and provide all the details about the ring,
including getting a copy of the appraisal to the
insurer (something I had to find a fax machine to
do when buying coverage through an agent I
didn’t know from a carrier I had never heard of
when I got engaged years (and years) ago).
Anyone who has booked air travel in the past few
years no doubt has seen the final step before
confirming the flight is to accept or reject trip
cancelation insurance, which is part of the same
checkout process, requiring no information to be
provided or re-provided. It used to be that you
would be taken to a third-party provider’s site to
complete purchasing coverage there, re-entering
your trip details, and paying separately from
when you paid for your ticket.
William Pitt, of Conning Research & Consulting,
observed that many of the embedded products
developed in recent years have been designed by
MGAs focusing on what can broadly be termed
the market for mobility, and much of the action is
occurring across the Atlantic. Zego offers usagebased insurance to (among others) drivers for

6

Deliveroo, a UK-based online food delivery
service. Wrisk has partnered with BMW to
provide flexible car insurance quotes in the UK at
the point of sale using APIs that tap into
customer data held in car financing systems. And
Flock has pivoted from usage-based drone
insurance, where it cut its teeth, to partner with
Jaguar Land Rover to provide usage-based fleet
insurance to the automaker’s UK vehicle
subscription service, THE OUT.
What embedded insurance is trying to do is solve
one of the biggest issues Insurance faces – low
customer engagement. People want to buy a car,
not buy car insurance. People want to buy a ring
to propose with, not go through a process to buy
something they don’t understand and hope never
to use. People just want to get their tickets
booked, not spend more time re-entering all the
info they just entered with the airline.
And it isn’t just about consumers. Many
businesses struggle to get their customers to
meet certain requirements of the deals they
enter into, like landlords having to follow up with
renters to see if they’ve secured renters
insurance, and then chasing them to do so if they
haven’t. There are different startup insurers
(carriers or MGAs) focusing specifically on this
problem alone.
In used card sales, we see that Carvana recently
teamed up with Root to provide Auto insurance
through the checkout process for people buying a
car on the platform. People familiar with the
matter shared that a large proportion (though
less than half) of the time, Carvana delivers a car
only to immediately have to take it back because
the customer failed to secure auto insurance in
time. Not only does Carvana lose the sale, but
they incur double the delivery cost on that
vehicle by now having to take it away. By offering
insurance during the vehicle purchase process,
Carvana can increase its percent of successful
deals while reducing expenses, helping both their
top and bottom lines.
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For Root, this offering does not even use their
standard telematics-based coverage, but rather a
more typical Auto product. Root founder and CEO,
Alex Timm, talked about embedding insurance on
their Q3 2021 earnings call, saying, “We think
that this is absolutely how insurance should be
purchased in the future, meeting consumers
where they are in a really seamless experience.”15
And this comes from a company that was
founded on telematics rather than embedded,
adding further weight to the statement since it’s
a shift in strategic focus for Root.
InsureTech Connect co-founder and Chairman,
Caribou Honig, has been talking about embedded
insurance for a few years, and digs deeper into
the nuances of it. He talks about three kinds of
embedded insurance:
1. Soft-embedded: an insurance offer you
opt-into (or not) is made in the purchase
flow of another product, like airline
tickets and travel insurance, or an
extended warranty offer on major
appliance purchases.
2. Hard-embedded: similar to softembedding, but the default is opted in,
helping in situations where adverse
selection could be at play, like Group
Benefits.
3. Invisible insurance: coverage is just
included with no opt-in or out, like a
warranty on a new car or Medical
Malpractice insurance coverage for your
doctor in case you are injured during
treatment and sue.16
And at InsureTech Connect 2021, co-founder Jay
Weintraub noted that embedded was one of the
three clear themes (along with Climate Change

15

Root, Inc. 3Q 2021 Earnings Conference Call.
Falchuk, Bryan, Host. “Episode S1E01 Caribou Honig,
Co-Founder & Chair, InsureTech Connect,” The Future
of Insurance Podcast, Insurance Evolution Partners, 27
April 2021. http://www.future-ofinsurance.com/podcast/caribouhonig
16
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and insurance as a vehicle to solve other
problems, like security deposits on leases).17
While it is still early days, the activity around
embedded is only increasing. According to
McKinsey, up to 25% of all Personal Lines
premiums could be generated through
embedded insurance by 2030, and up to 30% for
Auto specifically.18

and seamlessness than the industry has
historically had – a requirement that will increase
in importance and challenge as more complex
risks become embedded. Nigel Walsh, Managing
Director of Insurance at Google, recently raised
this issue specifically as what we have been
missing in the embedded discussion thus far, but
something the industry must focus on more going
forward as embedded expands.20

Today, examples of embedding insurance have
focused on the sales process and on simpler,
more transactional products, like travel or
personal accident coverage. There are growing
examples of bigger products being embedded,
like Auto through the Root/Carvana partnership;
Rocket Mortgage embedding Homeowners
insurance from Branch into the mortgage process;
or Clearcover, which started with embedded
Auto insurance at the point-of-sale as its first
offering.19

While many of the examples of embedding
insurance today are for simple or micro
coverages, embedding does not preclude
complexity. It is a mechanism or set of enablers
more than a specification of what can and cannot
be sold and serviced in this way. As API adoption
and platform or ecosystem economies emerge,
embedding will grow along with them.

EV startup, Rivian, offers insurance from
Nationwide or Cincinnati as an explicit step in its
vehicle configuration and buy process. Angie Klett,
Senior Vice President of Corporate Development
at Nationwide, called this, “a truly embedded
journey.”

The first two drivers are happening within
insurance today and are incredibly important.
However, it is the third driver that becomes more
than just a catalyst for change but rather a
forcing mechanism of it. That driver is the push
for subscription revenue amongst auto
manufacturers (OEMs).

A growing question, though, is how you service
embedded insurance if the consumer does not
have a direct relationship to the insurer. That
means a successful embedded solution must also
contemplate how service and claims are handled,
with an eye to protecting the brand the insurance
was embedded into as well as the insurer’s brand.
This takes a keener focus on customer experience
17

Falchuk, Bryan, Host. “Episode S1E17 Jay Weintraub,
Co-Founder & CEO, InsureTech Connect,” The Future
of Insurance Podcast, Insurance Evolution Partners, 17
August 2021. http://www.future-ofinsurance.com/podcast/jayweintraub.
18
“State of property & casualty insurance 2020: The
reinvention imperative,” McKinsey & Company, April
2020.
19
Falchuk, Bryan, The Future of Insurance: From
Disruption to Evolution, Volume II. The Startups,
Insurance Evolution Press, 2021, pp. 105-121.
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S u b sc rib e d : T h e D riv e fo r a
R e c u rrin g R e v e n u e M o d e l

In the past, if an insurer tried something and it
didn’t work, they could move on to the next idea.
However, whether you’ve tried telematics or
embedded (or both), and whether you’ve had
success or not no longer matters. The market is
going to move regardless of what we in the
insurance industry do, and that is because of the
push to subscription models.
This issue is not dissimilar to the work-fromhome debates that went on at many insurers prepandemic. Suddenly, by mid-March 2020, it no
longer mattered what you thought about remote
Walsh, Nigel, (27 January 2022). Predictions 2022:
Game-Changing Predictions for a Competitive Edge in
the Insurance Metaverse [Webinar]. Majesco.
20
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work, or whether you felt you could do it in your
organization. You had to allow it because the
world forced it on you. It no longer mattered if
you were comfortable with remote inspection
options, taking claimant-submitted photos or
video, insisted on face-to-face sales meetings, etc.
You suddenly had no choice on any of these
things, or the lights go off and you lose the
business.
That is the situation the industry will find itself in
as the drive for subscription revenue leads OEMs
to take advantage of the connected capabilities
they are building into their vehicles and the
revenue opportunities created by embedded
insurance offerings.
To understand this pressure, and why it will have
such a profound impact, we need to look at the
economics at play in the auto industry.
OEM valuations have been a hot topic in the
media and financial worlds. Tesla is worth more
than the next 12 car companies combined (and
has been worth more than at least the next ten
for some time), despite making many multiples
fewer cars (and less money) than any of them.
For example, they finished 2021 with just under 1
million cars delivered. Volkswagen and Toyota
sold nine to ten times as many vehicles, yet are
worth 10% and 20% as much, respectively.21
And it isn’t just Tesla. In early 2022, Lucid Motors
was worth more than Honda or Stellantis, and
Rivian was worth more than Daimler, GM, or Ford.
While both startups saw their valuations fall as
the broader market retreated, they’re still worth
more than Hyundai, Nissan, and Renault as of
March. 22
The fact is, EV startups are being valued
dramatically differently than traditional car
makers, creating pressure on the traditional
companies to do something to improve their
21

Per CompaniesMarketCap.com, as of 21 March 2022.
Per CompaniesMarketCap.com, as of 3 January 2022
and 21 March 2022.
22
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value and shareholder return. It’s not dissimilar
to the situation with many InsurTechs, but the
difference in multiples between old and new
companies is much more pronounced in the
automotive sector.
Many traditional OEMs have taken bold steps to
enhance their valuation by announcing dramatic
investments in EVs, including BMW, Ford,
Hyundai and even Toyota, who has been seen as
a laggard in the space. GM was the first to make a
big commitment, declaring that they would spend
$35 billion to become all electric by 2035.23 VW
said it will spend the equivalent of $100 billion by
2026.24
And while this has helped their valuations a bit, it
has not come close to the kind of shift needed to
catch up to the valuation multiples of Rivian or
Lucid (let alone Tesla).
To address this, traditional OEMs have been
announcing new long-term plans to generate
valuation improvement today, and to change the
unit economics and margins of their businesses
to keep improving their valuations going forward.
It is in these plans that we understand why the
Auto insurance space will be forever changed,
and it comes from the consistent message that
OEMs will lean on subscription models to
generate ongoing revenue rather than the oneoff revenue model of selling new cars.
And to be fair, the startups are also announcing
subscription revenue models, so this is more
about where the Auto industry as a whole is
heading than just about incumbents competing
with startups. That competition only amplifies the
commitment to this new economic model that
we can expect from OEMs.
23

“Kicking the tires on GM’s $35 billion shift to an allelectric future,” FORTUNE, Fortune Media IP Limited,
15 November 2021.
24
Valdes-Dapena, Peter, “Volkswagen increases
spending on EVs to $100 billion,” CNN Business,
Warner Media, 9 December 2021.
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We have started to see this materialize in a
number of ways. OEMs have begun offering data
subscriptions to enable 4G connectivity and
wireless hotspots, or for telematics capabilities
like GM’s OnStar, Mercedes’ Concierge or Audi’s
Connect. For a monthly fee, owners can unlock
features and capabilities like remote vehicle
starting and monitoring, real-time traffic and
weather updates, concierge services for help
making reservations or booking tickets to
entertainment, etc.
But OEMs have also started to look at the
features of the car as something to offer a la
carte. One of the primary focus areas for this
tends to be autonomous capabilities, like GM’s
Super Cruise for $25 per month, Tesla’s Full Self
Driving (FSD) for $199 per month (or a one-time,
$12,000 fee, which has now increased twice since
its initial release at $8,000), or Ford’s BlueCruise
for $600 for three years.
While some of these rates may seem high, Tesla
CEO Elon Musk recently shared that the $199
subscription price will rise further as FSD moves
to wide release. His tweet announcing that
received nearly 4,000 likes – for a news of a price
increase!25
And car makers are also talking about it for things
like EV charging, where you subscribe to the
OEM’s charging network for unlimited or capped
monthly charging, like Tesla’s Superchargers or
Ford with its charger-aggregating FordPass app.
Some OEMs have talked about dramatically
simplifying vehicle builds by including many
advanced features, but having customers
subscribe to unlock them, building on the
approach for subscription autonomous
capabilities.

25

Musk, Elon @elonmusk, “Monthly subscription price
will rise when FSD goes to wide release,” Twitter, 7
January 2022,
https://twitter.com/elonmusk/status/1479596403487
916032.
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And this doesn’t even contemplate satellite radio
subscriptions people currently have (that start
with the purchase of their car), or roadside
assistance (which many OEMs include free for a
period of time).
Thinking about this more strategically, it isn’t
hard to imagine a menu of plans one would pick
from that have certain features included at
different tiers or price levels, like 5G connectivity,
handsfree driving and so many kilowatt-hours of
charging for $300 per month.
This is indeed the path the OEMs are pushing
down. Stellantis announced that, by 2030, they
expect to generate $22.5 billion in new revenue
from software and subscription services.26 And
Ford just hired Doug Field, a former Apple and
Tesla executive, to head its new EV and software
business.27
In October 2021, General Motor’s CEO Mary
Barra announced the company’s strategy through
2030. The plan calls for a doubling of revenue to
over $280 billion with profit margins of 12-14%,
up from 7.9% in 2020.28
While Barra’s headline revenue point is bold and
impressive, it is in the details that we start to see
the real impact on Insurance. GM expects
revenue from subscription services, like OnStar or
its Super Cruise and Ultra Cruise autonomous
features, to grow at a compound annual rate of
50% and generate $20-25 billion per year (similar
to Stellantis’ projection).

26

“Auto Group Stellantis To Generate $23B From
Subscription And Software Services,” The Software
Report, 21 December 2021.
27
“Ford Names Doug Field Chief Advanced Technology
and Embedded Systems Officer,” Ford Motor Company,
7 September 2021.
28
Wayland, Michael, “GM says it will double annual
revenue by 2030 to $280 billion in digital push to be
seen more like Tesla,” CNBC, NBCUniversal, 6 October
2021.
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One component of this is of particular interest to
this discussion – OnStar Insurance. Launched in
2021, GM sees the unit generating $6 billion per
year by 2030. That would put it roughly on par
with insurers like Great American29 or the Auto
book of Nationwide.30
And GM is not alone.
Toyota recently launched Toyota Insurance to
both smooth over car sales that stall due to
insurance issues (like Carvana is doing with Root),
but also to capture revenue in the form of
commissions on the sales it makes to carriers
backing its program.
Stellantis calls out Insurance specifically in their
$22.5 billion subscription projection, noting that
they can use their captive finance arms in Europe
and North America to sell insurance. That is, the
unit of Stellantis that handles the regular billing
of monthly payments and lease subscriptions for
their vehicles, will be the distribution mechanism
for their insurance strategy.31
Tesla has already launched something that most
clearly aligns with this discussion with its Telsa
Insurance offering. The connected insurance
program uses vehicle data to determine the
safety score of the owner, keep that score
updated in real-time, and then sell the insurance
in an embedded fashion with the other
transactions the company already has with the
owner. It first launched in California with an
annual rate determined by the safety score (not
too dissimilar to most current UBI offerings from
major carriers but based on much more data and
requiring no additional hardware, software, or
action on the part of customers), and launched a
29

Rosanes, Mark, “These are the top 25
property/casualty insurance companies in the US,”
Insurance Business Magazine, Key Media, 20
September 2021.
30
Applebaum, Stephen and Alan P. Demers,
“Connected Issue #223,” 26 January, 2022.
31
Ben-Hutta, Avi, “Stellantis bets on software to boost
revenue,” Coverager, 7 December 2021.
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version with dynamic underwriting that
constantly adjusts prices based on real-time
driver safety in Texas32 (and have added more
states since launching there).33
Rivian is building the same with their Rivian
Insurance offering built atop the data their
vehicles gather in real-time, constantly. And
we’ve already seen Ford’s approach to this with
State Farm.
Another subscription approach OEMs have been
experimenting with eschews vehicle ownership
entirely, letting buyers subscribe to an ownership
period, with the ability to change cars or models
regularly (like leasing a vehicle, but with the
freedom to change vehicle models regularly).
Most programs, often referred to as
“experiments” by the OEMs, have been paused,
but Porsche and Volvo, with its Care by Volvo
program, have seen some success. And in all
subscription ownership programs thus far,
insurance is included in the monthly fee.
For anyone who says, “I would never subscribe to
my car! I want to own it.” Let me remind you of
what happened in music.
When Steve Jobs announced the iTunes Music
Store with songs for $0.99, competitors
countered with subscription models. They all
failed miserably because people wanted to own
their music. Microsoft had their failed Zune and
Plays4Sure business; and RealNetworks lost
millions on Rhapsody (even after rebranding it to
Napster).
Yet today, it’s nearly impossible to buy music.
Even Apple constantly pushes you to subscribe to
Apple Music rather than buy a one-off track or
album. And the market leader, Spotify, is
estimated to be twice the size of Apple Music,
32

Lambert, Fred, “Tesla officially launches its
insurance using ‘real-time driving behavior,’ starting in
Texas,” Eletrek, 9to5 network, 14 October, 2021.
33
Ben-Hutta, Avi, “Telsa Insurance is now available in
five states,” Coverager, 20 January 2022.
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with the company worth $45 billion, purely based
on subscriptions that people thought were a
terrible idea just a couple of years before the
company began, and many still questioned when
it went public.34
That brings us back to the point of the push for
subscriptions in the Auto sector. Whether it’s to
replace car ownership (and includes auto
insurance as part of the package), or a strategy to
create recurring revenue on top of the one-time
revenue of their traditional business model,
Personal Auto is plainly in OEMs’ crosshairs.
OEMs are well-positioned to do something here
with the hardware to power the insights needed
for truly connected, dynamic risk pricing. They
also have the supply chain and service
infrastructure to deliver claims service, as well as
scale and direct-from-the-factory cost advantages
to leverage in controlling loss ratios. And,
perhaps most importantly, they have the
shareholder-mandated push for more
subscription revenue driving many to already
start to build out their insurance offerings.
Whether it takes until the majority of the US fleet
is connected or comes much sooner (though at
smaller scale), the OEMs will be playing in the
Auto Insurance market in a meaningful way.

W h at W ill H ap p e n to A u to In su ran c e ?

What does this mean for insurers competing in
the space today?
Will OEMs setup and capitalize their own carriers
directly or perhaps through an industry captive?
Will reinsurers step in as capacity providers
backing the new, connected insurance MGA
offerings of OEMs? Will OEMs act like agents or
brokers, selling coverage from a set of traditional
carriers for a commission?

Will something else entirely happen – or perhaps
nothing at all?
The answer, of course, is, “It depends.”
Each of these outcomes is possible, and none is
mutually exclusive, so we may see a mix of
several. But it is clear that we will see something,
and in all likelihood, it will not simply be an
agency model where OEMs sell for a variety of
carriers.
So, the question is, what is the most likely future
state, and why?
Reducing the possibilities further, we are not
likely to see a series of carriers spun up and
capitalized by OEMs. Even though most car
manufacturers have sufficient assets to capitalize
a carrier, those assets are busy supporting raw
material needs, R&D, financing units, physical
plant investments, debt covenants, etc., leaving
little to qualify at the level of statutory capital
needed for a large-scale Auto writer.
It is also not likely that reinsurers have enough
capacity to fill this void since they are not
currently taking on as much exposure to Personal
Auto as they would have to, given the capital
constraints of OEMs. Given the scale of Personal
Auto insurance globally, this would not be an
easy gap to be made up by reinsurers, with
Munich RE, the largest reinsurer, holding only
roughly 1/10th the assets35 of State Farm.36 As a
word of caution, “not easy” is not the same as
“impossible”, and there are options like ILS funds
that could be used here to help fill this gap (at
least partially or for specific OEMs).
An Auto industry captive model could be possible,
but competitive pressures around the connected
data, and the level of importance subscription
and insurance revenue play in OEM strategic
plans suggests OEMs would not be keen on
35

“Spotify (3 January 2022)” Wikipedia, Wikimedia
Foundation, as of 4 January 2022.
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collaborating on a captive. And they would have
to be since none of them has the capital to fund
their own needs. If they didn’t band together,
we’d be back at the same issue we just discussed
with reinsurers not likely having the capacity here,
either.

and optional coverages to pick once you select a
carrier.

Possible or not, I don’t believe OEMs are
interested in taking risk, further reducing the
likelihood of any of these options. Instead, car
makers are interested in facilitating the success
of their core business and broader subscription
aspirations. This mirrors the logic behind the
partnership between Root and Carvana, and
suggests OEMs are more interested in
distribution solutions than taking risk.

Doing that creates friction in Ford’s sales process,
and they are trying to get you to buy a car and
agree to a recurring revenue model to prove to
the market that they deserve a higher valuation.
Ford will look to simplify and ease the process of
choosing subscription options, and insurance will
have to fall in line with that approach.

Given that, what is far more likely to happen is
that OEMs will partner with a select number of
carriers to back their insurance offerings. This is
the model ride sharing and delivery services have
opted for, working with three to six national or
super-regional carriers to cover their footprint
and risk pool sufficiently. To insured drivers, the
insurance looks, feels and acts like it came from
the ride sharing company, such as Lyft or Uber,
while capacity and potentially claims or other
service functions are performed by the carriers
behind the scenes. This would solve the capacity
problem by redeploying capital currently assigned
to Personal Auto to this new way it is bought.
While this means existing carriers continue to
have a stake in the Auto Insurance market, it
does not mean all of them do. Today, insureds
generally have a choice of literally hundreds of
Auto writers in their state when they go to buy
insurance, with a mix of direct and agency writers
to choose from.
In a subscription model, when you’re picking
which monthly plan you want from Ford, for
example, and select the one with insurance, it is
highly unlikely Ford will then present you with a
list of 400 carriers licensed to write in your state
to choose from, with various limits, deductibles,

Nor would Ford be likely to show you competing
quotes from multiple carriers so you could make
a more informed decision.

Instead, you are likely to be offered a
Good/Better/Best insurance option from Ford,
and that is it. You won’t select and may not even
know who the insurance partner is, nor will you
likely realize you’re dealing with them – if you
ever do. Instead, you may exclusively use Ford
dealers for covered repairs; tap the Ford app for
coverage information, service or to make policy
changes; etc. Ford will handle the customer
experience from purchase to renewal (directly or
via a white label approach with their carrier
partner), which will now happen automatically
each month, along with everything else you
subscribe to through Ford.
And when you sell your car, your next one will
have insurance in its subscription model, and
coverage will pick up with the new OEM and their
carrier partner(s).
This is how OEM-provided roadside assistance
works (though without any charge, generally).
The OEMs don’t own tow trucks,37 and their
dealers don’t go around rescuing people with flat
tires. Providers like AAA and Agero do those
things for them under the OEM’s brand and
owners are none the wiser on who the provider is.
OEMs may follow more of an MGA approach than
a straight agency model because of the potential
37

Some luxury marques do run a fleet of roadside
assistance vehicles, but still do not operate tow trucks.
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their connected services have to drive superior
loss results. Being an MGA would allow them to
manufacture insurance products and capture
upside on underwriting results via a profit
commission that an agency model would
preclude.
Here, the partner carriers would serve as fronting
carriers, and would likely retain similar levels of
risk to their current Auto books, though perhaps
the better underwriting results limit the need for
as much reinsurance as they may have sought in
the past. In this way, the partner carrier may see
better economics at larger scale than their
current approach may afford them.
Meaning, for those who partner with the OEMs,
while the balance of power in the relationship
undoubtedly tilts toward the OEMs, these
carriers may see more stable and healthier Auto
combined ratios than they can generate in
today’s market.

C o n tro l Y o u r F u tu re in A u to In su ran c e
b y P lan tin g S e e d s T o d ay

In this scenario, which looks almost like white
labeled insurance via an MGA model, we start to
see a path to continued relevance for Auto
insurers, and potential for material growth in
their book. Capturing this potential boils down to
forging partnerships and earning a seat at the
table.
Every year, Uber and Lyft invite competition to be
one of their embedded insurance providers, and
something similar is likely to happen with OEMs.
That requires having relationships with the OEMs
today – as we saw several carriers build with
traditional and startup car makers.
This is the path Nationwide has been building
with OEMs like Rivian, Ford and Toyota.
Insurance from Nationwide is white labeled as
Rivian, Ford or Toyota, for example, but powered
by Nationwide. From purchase-forward, Angie
Klett shares that Nationwide’s brand is
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represented, from policy documentation through
Claims and Servicing, so it is still relevant and
involved.
It also requires being willing to think of your Auto
Insurance business differently, especially if you’ve
invested heavily in your brand as that may no
longer be as relevant, or relevance may come in
different ways.
It may also
“it’s precisely the right time
require flexibility
to see the potential and
in underwriting
start to plant the seeds of
relevance for tomorrow.“
and systems to
support realtime pricing of risk based on a constant flow of
data. If an insurer is able to support this, OEMs
may opt for an agency model as they would be
more able to rely on carrier pricing and product
capabilities. That inherently means the share of
revenue for the carrier in the equation will be
greater than if the OEM pursued an MGA model
and owned the product and pricing directly and
could receive profit commissions on book
performance.
It is still too early to know exactly what the set of
right answers is. And yet it’s precisely the right
time to see the potential and start to plant the
seeds of relevance for tomorrow.
If a carrier is not currently thinking about
telematics, the chance that they could engage in
the idea, develop a program, come to market
with it, and learn enough to be a strong
competitor and attractive partner for OEMs in
the next 10 years is extremely low. Adding the
speed of improvement for those currently in the
space – including OEMs like Tesla – and that
probability only decreases further. That means
developing a telematics strategy is one clear seed
to plant today if it isn’t already planted.
The same is true of embedded insurance. While it
may not seem to fit their business model directly,
there may be ways a carrier can get familiar with
and prepared for embedded becoming more
mainstream. This includes working with APIs
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more regularly in different parts of the operation,
whether in distribution (e.g., offering coverage
through online marketplaces or agency trading
platforms), data (both taking in third party data
and providing data back out), or in connecting
various tools and systems used by staff,
customers, and partners. That would of course
require having systems that are API-capable to
begin with, which is increasingly becoming tablestakes in the industry.

Similarly, having the ability to rate more flexibly
off potentially unlimited variables flowing over
time is another capability that will be a clear
differentiator, and that is true whether the OEMs
succeed in their insurance aspirations or not.
Systems, data strategies and rating capabilities
must be ready to operate in such an environment
where flexibility is the most valuable capability.
That could feel especially hard
for carriers still digesting a
“…carriers that have invested in
From Nationwide’s experience,
recent core system or data and
cloud-based, modern core
Klett sees these table stakes as
analytics investment that still
solutions…are positioned to
critical. She said, “We wouldn't
lacks such scalability.
take advantage of this trend
have been able to build the
today by leveraging APIs to
chassis to enable what we’re
Flexibility can be an over-used
connect with the…customerdoing with OEMs without a
and vague term, but in practice,
facing tools OEMs are building
modern system. If you want to
it means using things like cloudtheir futures on. “
be embedded, you have to be
based solutions with openness
Laura Drabik
nimble and flexible; if you
to connecting to other systems
Chief Evangelist, Guidewire
want to be connected, you
via APIs. Laura Drabik, Chief
have to get the data and be able to integrate it
Evangelist for Guidewire, speaks to this
into your decision making and actions.”
specifically when thinking about how carriers can
best plant the seeds of system flexibility to
This may mean partnering with an embedded
benefit their business today and be optimally
insurance solution, perhaps as a fronting carrier,
positioned for tomorrow. She said, “For carriers
providing reinsurance capacity, or through a
that have invested in cloud-based, modern core
venture investment that gets a front row seat to
solutions, they are positioned to take advantage
what is happening in the space.
of this trend today by leveraging APIs to connect
with the point-of-sale and customer-facing tools
John Grogan, Chief Insurance Officer of
OEMs are building their futures on.”
Northwestern Mutual, spoke to the real benefit
of the venture investments they’ve made in
Luckily, there have been many new, flexible
giving them early access to what’s coming in the
solutions and approaches brought to market in
industry. He shared that “the real beauty of the
the past few years (with many more coming) that
venture investing work that we've done is that it
can create flexibility where it did not seem to
gives us insights into these emerging trends and
exist before. Therefore, because the capability is
technologies that are relevant to us and the
there, we must ensure we have the cultural and
future iterations of our business. And it's opened
strategic flexibility to be willing to embrace such
the door to a whole host of strategic partnerships
tools.
that we need and want to embrace.”38
Lastly, looking for opportunities to partner with
OEMs is critical today. Building telematics,
38
Falchuk, Bryan, Host. “Episode S1E02 John Grogan,
embedding and flexible, advanced data-related
Chief Insurance Officer, Northwestern Mutual,” The
capabilities will be most valuable with the kind of
Future of Insurance Podcast, Insurance Evolution
market access a close OEM relationship can yield
Partners, 4 May 2021. http://www.future-ofas car makers move into insurance.
insurance.com/podcast/caribouhonig
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For large, national players, this may feel like
something they are well-positioned to do
because of the nature of their footprint and
breadth of offering. A broad footprint is definitely
a minimum requirement in a partner for car
companies with customers all over the map, so
national carriers are well-positioned in that
regard. But with size can come complexity, so this
is a great moment for national carriers to look at
structure, decision making approaches and
execution capabilities to ensure they can be both
full-scale and nimble.
For smaller carriers or those with more regional
footprints, they may see this as a moment when
their relevance is threatened. Yet there are
others feeling the same way who have
complementary footprints, so perhaps there is
another collaboration story beyond the one with
OEMs where partnering with other carriers
becomes important. Geographic focus can turn
regional expertise into a strength in a carrier’s
offering, using partnerships with peers in other
regions to solve for any geographic or scale
limitations relative to larger competitors.
In all of this is a consistent theme of needing to
build and learn, taking the insights you gain into
what you do next.
Nationwide’s Klett leaves us with an invaluable
reminder that we need to try things and learn.
She said, “Anyone who thinks they have this all
figured out is missing something. In each program
we do, we have learning plans. We learn so much
that can inform what we do next.”

T h in kin g Be yo n d A u to

While the focus of this discussion has been on
Personal Auto insurance, the dynamics discussed
are not exclusive to that line of business. It is not
a stretch to see this applying to Commercial Auto,
and, in fact, the OEMs are making similar moves
there, too. We see GM’s new BrightDrop business
wrapping vehicles, financing, charging, logistics
management and more into its revenue model,
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which is only partially driven by vehicle sales.
Ford is using its new FordPro unit as it launches
the EV version of its popular Transit vans and
looks to how it serves commercial customers
better and more holistically. This unit falls under
Doug Field’s remit, so we can expect a strong
subscription strategy there, as well.
But thinking more broadly, we can see similar
scenarios playing out in other lines. Property
insurance, both Commercial and Personal, is
seeing IoT adoption increase, which creates a
similar story to that of connected cars in Auto. If
we think about Commercial Property, much of
that market is lease-based rather than owned
(unlike the US auto market), meaning the base
transaction around the asset being insured is a
subscription. That means Commercial Property is
already well-positioned for an environment
where Property, BOP and perhaps GL coverage
could come as part of your monthly lease since
most landlords require these coverages in their
lease terms to begin with.
If we look at the Renters market, it is all
subscription-based today, and property managers
are increasingly deploying portals where renters
manage rent payments and other services like
trash pickup, package delivery, maintenance
requests and more. This is a space several
startups are looking at to embed Renters
insurance into, especially as landlords struggle to
enforce lease requirements for coverage.
Incumbents are playing in this area, too, with
Assurant, a leader in Renters insurance, already
offering a solution, called Cover360.
Another potential area ripe for this kind of shift is
the Cyber market. As more businesses run on
cloud-based, SaaS solutions, analysts and brokers
in the Cyber market share with me their
expectation that cloud infrastructure providers
like Amazon and Microsoft may look to embed
security, indemnity and response solutions into
their platforms, creating a root-cause protection
from Cyber risk. This may only target the small
business end of the market, but that is where
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much of the growth in Cyber insurance has been
of late, so it’s an important development to
monitor for Cyber insurers and MGAs.
There are other potential scenarios that may play
out in these and other lines, and we can
hypothesize about and debate them endlessly.
Some may materialize and some may not.
Regardless of what does and does not happen,
there are changing drivers and dynamics that
could lead to shifts in the nature of insurance
markets, and the Auto example discussed here is
only one potential area of interest. It’s important
to use this example to understand what forces
are at play, why, and what they mean for the
industry, regardless of the space we may play in.

G ro w in g in to T h e S p ac e D isru p tio n
C re ate s fo r U s

Ultimately, the market will change, whether for
the reasons discussed here or others; or the
reasons may align, but the timing may not.
Regardless, no company works the same way
forever, nor does any market.
We have all lived through tremendous changes in
the Auto Insurance space, in how business is
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done, and can see many more changes brewing
around us.
These changes are potential disruptive forces for
any business. And while that word may be overused, or sound negative, the ultimate seed to
plant is how you choose to relate to the idea of
disruption.
In the Auto insurance market today, competition
is largely defined by low price, advertising spend
and share stealing. This is a zero-sum game that is
not terribly exciting or rewarding.
The kind of potential disruptive forces discussed
here create a space through which opportunity
emerges. Through that opportunity, carriers can
have a new way to compete that transcends how
big your advertising budget is, how low you can
squeeze your expense ratio or pricing, or how
many times you trade the same 1% market share
back and forth with your nearest rival.
Disruption is the creator of opportunity – if we
choose to see it that way. That choice, though
potentially a hard one to make, is what helps us
to see new spaces where we might be uniquely
positioned to grow and win.
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